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Curricular Code Committee Minutes  
06/27/23 

 
Contest: Poultry Judging 

Chairperson: Amanda Rodriguez 

Secretary: Amy Guerra 
 
Call to Order: Meeting was called to order by Amanda Rodriguez at 9:01 AM 

 
ACTION: Provide a summary of the main discussion points for each agenda item. Include 
any decisions, resolutions, or actions taken by the group. Attribute statements or decisions to the 
appropriate individuals or groups 
Proposal 1: Move the following statement (Page 4, Paragraph 3) from the "Suggested 
Instructions for Judging Classes" section of the Curricular Code, and adding it to the "Rules" 
section of the Curricular Code: The contest advisor will be available throughout the contest in 
case of any errors that may have occurred may then be corrected at tabulations in order to 
provide for a more outstanding State Finals Poultry Contest. The top three coaches from the 
previous year's state contest meet with the contest advisor prior to completion for a contest 
review. 
 
Motion was made by Caitlin Indendi to move the statement on Page 4, Paragraph 3 from the 
Suggested Instructions for Judging Classes section of the Curricular Code, and adding it to the 
"Rules" section of the Curricular Code: The contest advisor will be available throughout the 
contest in case of any errors that may have occurred may then be corrected at tabulations in 
order to provide for a more outstanding State Finals Poultry Contest. The top three coaches 
from the previous year's state contest meet with the contest advisor prior to completion for a 
contest review. 
 
Motion seconded by Dan Flatt. 
 
Discussion followed by voting. Proposal failed. 
 
Proposal 2 Part A: Remove Class 14 (Team Activity) from the State Level contest or add a 
section on the Poultry Judging Card Scantron to fit the needs of the contest. 
 
Motion made by Caitlyn Indendi to eliminate Class 14 (Team Activity) from the State Level 
contest.  
 
Seconded by Kenny Saephan. 
Discussion followed. Proposal failed. 
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Proposal 2 Part B: Add a section to the Poultry Judging Card Scantron to reflect class 14 
(Team Activity) 
 
No second was made. Proposal failed. 
 
Proposal 3 Part A: Only one defect to be present in all external egg classes and all further 
processed product per question number on the Judging Card Score sheet.   
 
Motion was made by Dan Flatt to have only one defect to be present in all external egg classes 
and all further processed product per question number on the Judging Card Score sheet.  
 
Seconded by Kenny Saephan. 
 
Discussion followed. Proposal failed. 
 
Proposal 3 Part B: The team portion of the test needs to be the first station for all students and 
then they split into their groups and do the rest of the contest. If this is the second station after 
the individual test there is opportunity for cheating while doing the team portion of the test. 
(my team observed others doing this)  
 
Motion was made by Dan Flatt to have Class 14 (Team activity) be the first station that all 
contestants complete. Then the rest of the contest will function as normal.  
 
Discussion followed. Proposal passed.  
 
Revisions were made to the Poultry Curricular Code. 
 
Meeting adjourned at 9:35 
 

 
 
Adjournment: Meeting was adjourned at 9:35 AM 
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